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15-122 : Principles of Imperative Computation, Summer 1 2014

Written Homework 6

Due: Tuesday (NOT THURSDAY), June 24 before recitation

Name:

Andrew ID:

Recitation:

In this assignment, you will explore the C programming language as well as ternary search
tries.

Question Points Score

1 5

2 4

3 9

4 4

5 13

Total: 35

You must print this PDF and write your answers neatly by hand.

You should hand in the assignment before recitation begins.
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Part I: Under The C

1. C Program Behavior

Each of the following C programs contains one or more errors. Briefly explain what is
conceptually wrong with each example. Do not try to just compile these programs and
write down the error message. (Some might not even have an error message from the
compiler!)

(a)(1) #include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

int main() {

char *w;

strcpy(w,"C programming"); // copy string into w

printf("%s\n", w);

return 0;

}

Solution:

(b)(1) #include <stdio.h>

#define MULT(X,Y) (X*Y)

int main() {

int c = MULT(2+3,3+4);

printf("(2+3)*(3+4) is = %d\n", c);

return 0;

}

Solution:
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(c)(1) #include <stdlib.h>

#include "xalloc.h"

int main() {

int *a = xmalloc(100);

for (int i=0; i<100; i++)

a[i] = i;

free(a);

return 0;

}

Solution:

(d)(1) #include <stdio.h>

int main() {

printf("DAVE: Open the pod bay doors please, HAL\n");

char* hal = "I’m sorry Dave, I’m afraid I can’t do that.";

printf("HAL: %s\n", hal);

if (*hal = ’\0’)

printf("DAVE: Hello, HAL? Do you read me?\n");

else

printf("DAVE: What’s the problem?");

return 0;

}

Solution:
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(e)(1) This code fragment shows a C function that is called from another function. It is
supposed to return the result only if no overflow occurs. Hint: You might want to
read the section on integers in the C0 to C tutorial http://c0.typesafety.net/
tutorial/From-C0-to-C:-Basics.html#wiki-integers.

#include <assert.h>

int oadd(int x, int y) {

int result = x + y;

if (x > 0 && y > 0) assert(result > 0);

if (x < 0 && y < 0) assert(result < 0);

return result;

}

Solution:

http://c0.typesafety.net/tutorial/From-C0-to-C:-Basics.html#wiki-integers
http://c0.typesafety.net/tutorial/From-C0-to-C:-Basics.html#wiki-integers
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2. Pass by reference using C

At various points in our C0 programming experience we had to use somewhat awkward
workarounds to deal with functions that need to return more than one value. The
address-of operator (&) in C gives us a new way of dealing with this issue.

(a)(2) Sometimes, a function needs to be able to both 1) signal whether it can return a
result, and 2) return that result if it is able to. Consider the following function
parse_string that attempts to parse a string into an integer:

bool parse(char *s, int *i);

// Returns true iff parse succeeds

void parse_string(char *s) {

REQUIRES(s != NULL);

int *i = xmalloc(sizeof(int));

if (parse(s, i))

printf("Success: %d.\n", *i);

else

printf("Failure.\n");

free(i);

return;

}

The parse_string function relies on parse which both sets *i to an integer equiv-
alent to the integer pattern in *s (if possible) and also returns a boolean value of
true if the parse succeeds, or false otherwise.

Using the address-of operator, rewrite the body of the parse_string function so
that it does not heap-allocate, free, or leak any memory on the heap. You may
assume parse has been implemented (its prototype is given above).

Solution:

void parse_string(char *s) {

REQUIRES(s != NULL);

return;

}
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(b)(2) In both C and C0, multiple values can be ‘returned’ by bundling them in a struct:

struct bundle { int x; int y; };

struct bundle *foo(int p) {

...

struct bundle *A = xmalloc(sizeof(struct bundle));

A->x = e1; // first value to be returned

A->y = e2; // second value to be returned

return A; // return both values together as a struct

}

int main() {

...

struct bundle *B = foo(p);

int x = B->x;

int y = B->y;

free(B);

...

}

Rewrite the declaration and the last few lines of the function foo, as well as the
snippet of main, to avoid heap-allocating, freeing, or leaking any memory on the
heap. The rest of the code (...) should continue to behave exactly as it did before.

Solution:

void foo(_____________________, int p) {

...

A->x = e1;

A->y = e2;

return;

}

int main() {

...

struct bundle B;

foo(_________________________, p);

int x = _____________________;

int y = _____________________;

...

}
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3. Typecasting and Function Pointers in C

Suppose that we are working with the expected implementation-defined implementation
of unsigned and signed (2’s complement) short (16 bits, two bytes) and int (32 bits,
four bytes).

(a)(4) We begin with the following declarations:

short w = -15;

unsigned short x = 65521;

int y = -65521;

Fill in the table below. In the third column, always use four hex digits to represent
a short, and eight hex digits to represent an int. You might find these numbers
useful: 216 = 65536 and 232 = 4294967296.

Solution:
C expression Decimal value Hexadecimal

w -15 0xFFF1

(unsigned short) w 65521 0xFFF1

(int) w -15 0xFFFFFFF1

x 65521

(int) x

(int)(short) x

y -65521

(unsigned int) y
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(b)(2) Suppose we’ve defined the following functions:

int fib(int n); // returns the nth fibonacci number

int cat(int n); // returns the nth catalan number

int las(int n); // returns the nth look-and-say number

Complete the code below such that it will print

0 1 1 2 3 5

1 1 2 5 14 42

1 11 21 1211 111221 312211

(Hint: The typedef on the first line should define the type int2int. This type
should match the type of a function pointer to either fib, cat, or las.)

Solution:

typedef ___________________________________________;

void map_print(int2int fn, int* A, size_t n) {

for (size_t i = 0; i < n; i++) {

int x = _________________________;

printf("%d ", x);

}

printf("\n");

}

int main() {

int A[5] = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5};

map_print(________________________, A, 6);

map_print(________________________, A, 6);

map_print(________________________, A, 6);

return 0;

}
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(c)(3) For this question, assume that char is a 1-byte signed integer type and that int is
a 4-byte signed integer type.

Write the C function condense which takes a char array of length 4 and packs it into
a single int. We want the 0th char aligned at the most significant byte, and the 3rd

char aligned at the least significant byte. For example, given F = {1, 2, 3, 4},
condense(F) should return 0x01020304.

For full credit,

• Do not cast directly between signed and unsigned types of different sizes.

• Do not rely on the endianness of your machine. For example, the following
code is incorrect:

int condense(char* F) { return *((int*) F); }

• Make sure your solution works for char arrays containing negative values.

• Write code which is clear and straightforward.

Solution:

int condense(char *F) {

}
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4. C0VM

Consider the following code that populates a structure with values

typedef struct gap_buffer* gapbuf;

struct gap_buffer {

int limit; /* limit > 0 */

char[] buffer; /* \length(buffer) == limit */

int gap_start; /* 0 <= gap_start */

int gap_end; /* gap_start <= gap_end <= limit */

};

int main() {

gapbuf gb = alloc(struct gap_buffer);

gb->limit = 65536;

gb->buffer = alloc_array(char, 65536);

gb->gap_start = 48112;

gb->gap_end = gb->gap_start;

return 1;

}

(a)(2) Fill in the missing instructions in the following bytecode that corresponds to the
above C0 code. You don’t need to fill in the hex opcodes. Just the instruction
name and its argument(s) in decimal is sufficient. Be careful, the answers may or
may not match the bytecode output generated compiling the C0 code directly.

Solution:

1 C0 C0 FF EE # magic number

2 00 09 # version 4, arch = 1 (64 bits)

3

4 00 03 # int pool count

5 # int pool

6 00 00 BB F0

7 00 01 00 00

8 00 01 00 00

9

10 00 00 # string pool total size

11 # string pool

12

13 00 01 # function count

14 # function_pool

15

16 #<main>

17 00 00 # number of arguments = 0

18 00 01 # number of local variables = 1
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19 00 2B # code length = 43 bytes

20 BB 18 # new 24 # alloc(struct gap_buffer)

21 _______ # ________ # gb = alloc(struct gap_buffer);

22 15 00 # vload 0 # gb

23 62 00 # aaddf 0 # &gb->limit

24 ________ # ________ # 65536

25 4E # imstore # gb->limit = 65536;

26 15 00 # vload 0 # gb

27 62 08 # aaddf 8 # &gb->buffer

28 ________ # _________ # 65536

29 BC 01 # newarray 1 # alloc_array(char, 65536)

30 4F # amstore # gb->buffer = alloc_array(char, 65536);

31 15 00 # vload 0 # gb

32 62 10 # aaddf 16 # &gb->gap_start

33 13 00 00 # ildc 0 # 48112

34 4E # imstore # gb->gap_start = 48112;

35 15 00 # vload 0 # gb

36 62 14 # aaddf 20 # &gb->gap_end

37 15 00 # vload 0 # gb

38 _______ # _________ # &gb->gap_start

39 2E # imload # gb->gap_start

40 4E # imstore # gb->gap_end = gb->gap_start;

41 10 01 # bipush 1 # 1

42 B0 # return #

43

44 00 00 # native count

45 # native pool

(b)(2) After executing line 26 of the byte code, assume that the only value in the operand
stack is 0x3fff0000. Draw the four operand stack states after each of lines 26-29
is executed. The elements in your stack should be 32-bit hexadecimal numbers.
Assume that alloc_array returns 0x80000000.

Solution:
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Part II: Trie Again

5. Ternary Search Tries

Consider the TST shown below.

As in the lecture notes, the dotted lines connect a node to its middle child, and
solid lines connect a node to its left and right children. An X in the top left
indicates that this node ends a valid word.

(a)(2) List all of the valid words stored in the TST above, in alphabetical order.

Solution:
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(b)(3) Add the words me, rake, hope, hot, top, and act to the TST one at a time, in the
order given.

Solution:
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(c)(3) For this question, review the published code for tries from lecture.

It is possible to implement trie_lookup as an iterative function rather than a recur-
sive one. Fill in the blanks so that the function shown below correctly implements
lookup in a TST.

The lines involving the variables lower and upper are used only to prove that the
loop invariant (written in the incorrect location as an assertion in the code below)
is preserved. You should not use lower or upper when filling in the blanks.

Solution:

elem trie_lookup(trie TR, char* s) {

REQUIRES(is_trie(TR));

REQUIRES(s != NULL);

tnode* T = TR->root;

int charmin = 0;

int charmax = (int)CHAR_MAX + 1;

int lower = charmin;

int upper = charmax;

while (T != ___________________________________) {

ASSERT(is_tnode(T, lower, upper)); // Loop invariant

if (*s == T->c) {

if (*(s+1) == ’\0’) {

return ___________________________________________;

} else {

lower = charmin;

upper = charmax;

s++;

T = ______________________________________________;

}

} else if (_____________________________________________) {

lower = T->c;

T = __________________________________________________;

} else {

upper = T->c;

T = __________________________________________________;

}

}

return NULL;

}
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(d)(5) Write the function trie_height which returns the string length of the longest
word in the trie. For example, a trie containing the strings "hi", "hello", and
"thanks" has a height of 6. For full credit, the helper function tnode_height must
be recursive.

Solution:

int tnode_height(tnode* T) {

}

int trie_height(trie TR) {

return tnode_height(_____________________________);

}


